Today, Pangaea Zimbabwe celebrates a huge milestone, as we take on the coalition leadership role of the Coalition to build Momentum, Power, Activism, Strategy & Solidarity in Africa (COMPASS); a transnational collaboration of civil society organizations working together to strengthen the HIV response in East and Southern Africa. What a privilege it is for us; to carry the torch of COMPASS Africa forward; from the able and supportive leadership of AVAC, who for the last 6 years have held fort and stood true to the commitments of our shared vision as a coalition.

This landmark transition is happening at a time when the world is looking to learn what really it takes to achieve global health equity; and when we are being called to put the challenge of decolonizing global health to the test. It feels like it was just yesterday when Pangaea Zimbabwe joined hands with AVAC and the many formidable partners, allies and comrades on COMPASS Africa, to ignite this flame; and together we began the critical journey to bring about tangible change to HIV and Health policies, programs and funding. Bound by a shared belief that the synergy of our tactics, skills and strategies as a transnational coalition makes us a strong force; COMPASS has grown and evolved both in terms of its outcomes as well as its approach to coalition governance and strategy.

You can learn more about this important transition of leadership and demonstration of power by clicking the following link Here!